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15th Annual Cincinnati Fringe Festival 
May 29 - June 10, 2018 

FRINGE BAR SERIES DETAILS 
 
As if it wasn’t enough, after shows are over we invite everyone back to Fringe HQ (Know 
Theatre) each night of Festival to wet their whistle, converse about experiences, and 
otherwise continue general merriment with the Fringe Bar Series. Featuring special themes, 
events, and concerts from bands and musicians, the party keeps rolling until 1am every 
single evening!  
 
The full lineup for the Fringe Bar Series — including themes and events — won’t be revealed 
until 5/16, but we’d love to tease you with all the bands and musicians you’ll be able to catch 
this year! 
 

 
 
White Line Fever 
5/29/18 
Formed in the heat of a Cincinnati summer in 2016, White Line Fever 
grabs at the roots of traditional American music - bluegrass, blues, 
jazz, folk – and welds them together into an alchemic brew of acoustic 
music. The members of WLF are all veterans of the music scene, both 
in Cincy and beyond, with decades of experience between them. Now, 
they’re focused on tearing up those scenes together. White Line Fever 
are: Nora Denning – Mandolin, D.W. Jones – Upright Bass, Greg 
Longeway – Guitars, & Stu Toraason – Banjo. 
 
Lemon Sky 
5/29/18 
Lemon Sky is a Cincinnati based psych-rock/prog-pop quintet that 
creates a heavy yet highly-melodic brand of psychedelic garage rock. 
The band's signature three-guitar attack consists of vocalist Aaron 
Madrigal, lead guitarist Ed Bruker, and noise machine Eric Cronstein 
while the he foundation of the the group is laid down by drummer Eric 
Keyes and bassist Phteven Korfhagen.  
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Jess Lamb and The Factory 
6/2/18 
Our team comprises of singer/songwriter Jess Lamb (American Idol, 
David Sisko, Bootsy Collins) and producer/composer Warren Harrison 
(Hungry Lucy, Metropolis Records, Fishtank No.9). Individually, the 
duo have over 25 years of experience in songwriting, arrangement, 
production and marketing and have been working together as a 
writing/production team since Jan, 2015. In that time, Jess and 
Warren have produced 17 songs under the name Jess Lamb and the Factory as well as 
production for Buggs Tha Rocka, Mad Anthony, Veronica Vitale and The Perfect Children 
among others. 
 
 
The Matildas 
6/2/18 
Front woman and songwriter of The Matildas, Sarah Mann 
was a fixture in the Columbus, OH music scene before she 
split town for a 10 year stent in the hills of KY. The Matildas 
were born when Sarah met Rachel Hodge a classically 
trained pianist and music teacher who attained her BA in 
Vocal Performing Arts on an opera scholarship. Rachel's 
guitar shredding husband Sam Hodge and his 
bassist/producer brother, Joe Hodge have been playing music together for nearly 20 years. 
Drummer Zach Wilson attended Lexington School of Performing Arts, where he worked as a 
studio musician. 
 
Members of Common Center (Acoustic) 
6/9/18 
A rare acoustic experience of a 7-piece progressive 
psychedelic ensemble. Common Center is a 7-piece 
ensemble of 12-string guitar, violin, saxophone, keyboards, 
bass, and drums. Following their immersive multi-media 
2017 Fringe debut in the Gateway Garage, they will be 
stripping down this year for a rare intimate, acoustic 
experience.  Their compositions intermingle soft, 
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mellifluous tones with punchy, driving rhythms—a balance between meditativeness and 
ferocity.  The goal is transcendence. 
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